Project management timelines Greg Moore 2013
Gaant from cpm video
http://youtu.be/mCXyUiexj0o
Quiet audio cpm to Gantt explained clearly
http://youtu.be/ZWP36BnDniI

All projects that are undertaken a
made up of several tasks. Each task
has a start time and a finish time.
Sometimes two tasks have to be
completed before a third task can be
started. Maybe the first task and the
second task don't always finish at the
same time, so when the third task
begins, one of those preceding tasks
would have what we call slack time.
To track project tasks we use some
common tools. One is called PERT
which is programmed evaluation
review techniques, another one is
CPM critical path analysis and another
is using Gantt charts. In these notes I
explain how to break a project down
using critical path analysis and using the grid which is shown adjacent and then to take
that information and transfer it into a Gantt chart.
The Microwave Tower at Mount Terrible - a project for the NSW Police Service, 1987
With any project the series of tasks must be
identified and will usually being scratched out
on some paper in the preliminary stages of
planning. Appropriate times must be allocated
to each one of the tasks and then some
thoughts must be put into the process control...
that is, what task must be done before another
one can be started.

For example in task day it was identified that we needed site preparation levelling and
concreting. I allocated two weeks for that.
So in the first matrix under our identify task identifier I
have allocated two for the duration as can be seen in
the adjacent diagram
For the ES cell in that first table, that stands for early
start and because that's the first process in the
project we would allocate a 0 to that. The duration
for task A is two weeks so the EF or early finish time
would be by the end of week two.

Likewise we actually estimated we need 4 weeks to
get the tower hardware to the site so we allocated
four weeks for that in the table. So the early start
time would be zero because it's at the beginning of
the project and the earliest finish time would be four
weeks.
Task C has only one dependency, that is, it starts
after activity A. It starts in week 2 and has a
duration of five weeks so therefore the early finish
time for activity C is in week seven.

Activity D has two dependencies, it's a merged activity and it depends on the completion of
both activity A and activity B and by definition we can't start it at week two. We have to
therefore start Activity D at week four. Activity D has a duration of three weeks and it starts
in week 4, therefore it can be seen that this activity D has an earliest finish time of week
seven.
Activity E, running the cables cannot be started until activity B has finished. Activity E only
has a duration of one week therefore, 4 plus 1 will see an early finish time for activity E in
Week 5.

Activity F follows activity C. Activity C has an early finish in week seven therefore activity F
commences in week seven. Activity F has a duration of two weeks therefore an early finish
for activity F is in week nine.
Fitting out the equipment hut, activity G, has a duration of four weeks but where does it
commence? Activity G is a merged activity, it has two dependencies... it depends on both
activity D the tower dishes in place and activity E, the cable runs being completed before it
can commence. Activity E has an early finish time at week 5. Activity D has an early finish
time at week seven. Because task G is a merged task we have to take the higher of the
two preceding EF values... that is, we take the week 7 to be the start time in task G.
Task H follows the same premise. It has an early start time in week 11 and early Finish
Time in week 13.
Linking the tasks in this way, we have completed a forward pass of the project
dependencies.
The backwards pass is not too dissimilar.

The last activity which is activity G has a duration of two weeks and lets us know that the
project overall needs 13 weeks to complete. In the backwards pass we have to minus the
duration of each activity in sequence to show us the late start time for each activity.
Activity G has a late start time of 11 weeks.
The late start times represent the slack or float time in the project and allow us to delay the
start of an activity without sacrificing the overall project time.
Activity D and E are merged finally to give us conflicting times to allocate for Activity B. In
the backwards pass we take the smaller of the two times. Using this method, we can see
that activity B has no buffer time and it's critical that it is started in Week 0.
Hence we can now develop the slack
times in each task and draw a critical path
through the project tasks.
The slack time or float as it is called is
found by subtracting the larger of the ES
EF LS LF times in vertical columns, hence
in the activity H, the float is zero... 13
minus 13 is zero.
In activity F, the float is 2... (11 minus 9)
So some tasks can be started late but
other tasks have no buffer and it's critical

that they begin on time and do not go overtime.
Here is my full CPM chart...

In a nutshell.. getting the tower hardware to the site cannot be delayed.
Erecting the tower dishes cannot be delayed.
Fitting out the equipment hut cannot be delayed and finally,
The final test cannot be delayed.
Often, we need to take this CPM mapping and convert it into a Gantt chart with bars
representing time.

Each activity will be represented in a horizontal bar format and mapped against the weeks
which it occurs, with start and finish times.

Every Student of Project management must be able to do the above activity as a routine
operation, as it is at the heart of the subject. Any project can be mapped and timed using
this procedure. Risk management is an adjunct to this and extra costs can be analysed
where time overruns occur.
Please take the time to see the two video links I have provided.

Assignment for this subject:
You are to find a process which is relevant to the electronics industry and having no less
than 20 tasks, map the project with a CPM chart. Show the critical path and discuss
problems which maybe encountered and what slack time can be used as a buffer to
ensure the project makes timely finish. You will take your CPM chart and then create a
Gantt chart in Microsoft excel. Print the entire assignment and hand it in to your teacher in
week 18.
Assignment weighting, 50% of subject.
Final examination in week 18, balance of subject marks, 50%

